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Privacy  - Terms

Iran Tour Operator:

Mashahir Gasht

Cities will be visited:

Tehran-Kashan-Isfahan

Duration of Tour:

7 Nights / 8 Days

Start point:

IKA airport-Tehran

End point:

IKA airport-Tehran

Transportation:

Public transportation

Tour Guide:

Local tour guide-English speaking

Start price:

440 €-490 € p.p

Contact us:

+989131643424

  

  

  

TEHRAN, KASHAN, ISFAHAN, TOUR 7NIGHTS/8DAYS-BUDGET TOUR:

Iran Tour Operator: Mashahir Gasht travel agency-Iran

Mashahir Gasht travel agency (Iran tour operator) offer Tehran, Kashan, Isfahan/Esfahan Budget tour (8 Days, 7 Nights) Iran budget
tour mean this tour is more economy, of course level of service is different and transportation will be with public transportation(Ground
transfer between cities will be with VIP Bus(25 seats), in Iran budget tour, inside each city for city tours Taxi ans Snapp will be use, and
Tour guide in each city is different as we use local tour guide in each city (all of them are experienced and they all have license from
tourism organization- Basically we use English speaking tour guides, but for other language if you need, please send request to us),
accommodation can be selectable by tourists: Hostels, guest houses, 2* or 3*, 4* and 5* hotels,… and type of room basically will be
standard room and for superior room, suite room, royal room price will be higher(on request).

Table of price for each level of services is at the end of itinerary.

TEHRAN, KASHAN, ISFAHAN, TOUR 7NIGHTS/8DAYS
 8Days/7Nights Iran Budget tour
 Visit 4 UNESCO sites
 5 Days city tours
N Solo Traveler and individual groups

 Tour Details

MASHAHIR GASHT -IRAN TRAVEL AGENCYMASHAHIR GASHT -IRAN TRAVEL AGENCY

#KASHAN#KASHAN
TRAVEL IRAN-PERSIATRAVEL IRAN-PERSIA

CONTACT US 

Detail Itinerary Price table Map Photos Reviews

  00989131643424   mashahirgasht@gmail.com
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L Day 1 IKA airport-Tehran (Capital of Iran)

Tour guide will meet you at IKA international airport for a “Welcome to Iran” meeting. Then transfer to hotel and check-in, free time.

Note: If group arrive early in the morning or midnight, hotel booking should be done from 1 night before (as Check in and check out rule
internationally is 02 pm check-in time for hotel desk and  check-out time is  12noon next day)

So we arrange first day as free time, in case you arrive early in the morning(of next day) or midnight, no program for this day, your room
will booked from 2pm up tomorrow, so when you arrive tomorrow early morning or midnight you have room and easy check-in time. 

Over night: Tehran

L Day 2 Tehran

In the morning Tour guide will meet you in lobby for Tehran city tour that is include visiting of Golestan Palace (UNESCO World Heritage
Site) which is a masterpiece of the Qajar era, embodying the successful integration of Persian crafts and architecture, after Golestan
palace continue city tour by visiting National Museum of Iran and Islamic Museum Next door to the National Museum, and part of the
same complex, this museum offers a stunning collection of arts and antiquities from throughout the Islamic, …, then continue to visit
Tajrish square, Imam Zadeh Saeh holy shrine, Darband, Bazar, …

In all Iran budget tour that our company handle it, all city tours in each city will be with local tour guide of that city (holder of tour guide
license from tourism organization, basically English speaking-other languages can be arranged on request).
Over night: Tehran

L Day 3 Tehran

In the morning tour guide(English speaking) waiting for Tourist/s for Tehran city tour include visiting of Sa’dabad Complex (2 palaces will
be visited), The Saadabad Palace is a palace built by the Pahlavi dynasty of Iran in the Shemiran area of Tehran. The complex was first
inhabited by Qajar monarchs and royal family in the 19th century. After an expansion of the compounds, Reza Shah lived there in the
1920s. Then Tabiat Bridge in Tehran will be visited that is a tourist attraction of Iran and it is the largest pedestrian bridge built so far in
Iran. Next interesting place will be Carpet Museum of Iran, the best place to learn about Persian Carpet and its fascinating history is
Carpet Museum of Iran. In this interesting museum, you will see loads of different types of Persian Carpets. Look at the pattern, each one
is telling you its very own unique story in shape of knots, treads, and colors… the last place including city tour is Azadi Square which is one
of the symbols of the great Tehran city. Laconic, simple forms of snow-white marble structure rise on the hill in the west part of the city.

Over night: Tehran

L Day 4 Tehran--Kashan (255 KM)

In the morning transfer to Beihaghi(Arzhantin) Terminal for ground transfer to Kashan city, ground transfer will be with VIP(25 seats bus),
as this tour is budget tour all transportation will be with public transportation with good quality. Distance from Tehran to Kashan is about
255 KM, that mean about 3 hours and half take time by bus.

N Mashahir Gasht travel agency
N WhatsApp: +989131643424

UNESCO World Heritage sites that will be visited during this Iran trip listed below:

Golestan Palace
Fin Garden(Persian garden)
Jame’a Mosque of Isfahan=Atigh mosque
Emam Square=Naghshe Jahan square
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Arrive to Kashan and city tour in Kashan with local tour guide include visiting of: Brojerdi house or Tabatabaeei house, Fin garden and
Sultan Ahmad bathhouse, free time for Bazar and then, transfer to hotel and rest.

Overnight: Kashan.

In all Iran budget tour that our company handle it, all city tours in each city will be with local tour guide of that city (holder of tour guide
license from tourism organization, basically English speaking-other languages can be arranged on request).

L Day 5 Kashan--Isfahan/Esfahan (210 KM)

Transfer to Kashan terminal for ground transfer to Isfahan by bus, (VIP bus 25 seats), distance between Kashan and Isfahan is about 210
KM, about 3 hours take time. Arrive Isfahan, city tour in Isfahan include visiting: Jolfa quarter, Vank church, Menar Jonaban(Shaking
towers/Minarates), Atashgah(fire temple) and Sio Se Pol or Khajo bridge.

In all Iran budget tour that our company handle it, all city tours in each city will be with local tour guide of that city (holder of tour guide
license from tourism organization, basically English speaking-other languages can be arranged on request).

Transfer to hotel.

Overnight: Isfaahan

L Day 6 Isfahan/Esfahan

In the morning local tour guide come after you for Isfahan city tour that is include visiting:

Jame mosque=Masjed Jameh(UNESCO World Heritage site), then visit of Emam square= Naghshe Jahan square(UNESCO World
Heritage Site), and 4 masterpiece inside square: 

 Emam mosque
Ali Qapo palace
Sheikh Lotfolah mosque
Qayseri Bazar

Free time for bazar,…

After that Chahar Bagh St, will be visited, so amazing for walkking…

Overnight: Isfahan

L Day 7 Isfahan ---IKA airport(Tehran) (405 KM)

free time up transfer to Sofeh or Kaveh terminal for ground transfer to IKA airport by VIP bus(25 seats).

Distance from Isfahan to IKA airport is about 5 hours.

Arrive to IKA airport.

L Day 8 IKA Airport Tehran/ Departure

IKA Airport Tehran/ Departure Iran

Iran Tour Operator: Mashahir Gasht travel agency-Iran

 Itinerary
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Price is per person, for more than 2 tourist in double or triple room & for 1 person in single room

Group Size Hostel, Guest house, 2* hotels 3* Hotels 4* Hotels, Boutique
hotels

5* Hotels

Solo Traveler(1 PAX) 750 € 880 € 980 € 1100 €

2 Tourists

(price per person)

490 € 545 € 595 € 665 €

3 Tourists

(price per person)

465 € 525 € 575 € 645 €

4 Tourists

(price per person)

440 € 490 € 555 € 625 €

 

Price include:

6 Nights Hotel Accommodation 
 Tour Guide (English speaking) *other language: on request
Public transportation
 All ground transportation in destination location with public transport
Bus ticket(VIP Bus): Tehran-Kashan , Kashan-Isfahan & Isfahan-IKA airport Tehran
 Travel insurance(Economy plan-free offer by Mashahir Gasht travel agency)
Entrance fee for historical places according to itinerary
 Visa arrangement (reference number approval)

Price Excludes

 Any Private Expenses
 Tip
 Visa Issue Fee
Lunch and dinner

Price Table

Iran Tour Operator: Mashahir Gasht travel agency-Iran

 Map
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Tehran, Kashan, Isfahan, Budget Tour 7nights/8Days
MashahirGasht Iran Tour Operator

شرایط

Iran Tour Operator: Mashahir Gasht travel agency-Iran

 Photos

Download this tour Chat with us online: +989131643424

You like Tehran, Kashan, Isfahan Budget Tour
7nights/8Days

Book online and pay online now!
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Contact Info:

Office  +98-31-36822166

Mobile  +98-9131643424

 mashahirgasht@gmail.com

Address:  Isfahan/IRAN

Mashahir Gasht Mashahir Gasht Licenses: English
العربية
Русский
Türkçe
اردو
Français
Italiano
�ह�ी
Español
Deutsch
中文 (中国)
Bahasa Melayu
⽇本語
한국어

فار��

This website is designed and supported by Apadana Quality Ideal company.

Related Tours

Book Now

ت Emam Zadeh Saleh Holy Shrine Tour,3-4 Hours,
20-35€ Per person

Price: 20 € per person
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